Connect. Consult. Care.
EASIER THAN EVER.

The iOn HEALING™ App lets you do your job more efficiently by allowing you to manage your key Acelity interactions on the go, quicker, more conveniently and with less paperwork. All available in a single, user-friendly, HIPAA-compliant mobile platform.

SIMPLE. MOBILE. SECURE.

As a healthcare professional, whether in your facility or performing offsite visits, you’re in constant motion. And now, your best resource moves with you, letting you work more efficiently than you thought possible. With iOn HEALING™ App, you can do your job more easily, in less time, from wherever you are:

**Connect & Consult**
Connect and consult directly with your local Acelity representative to discuss potential wound treatment options

**Order Therapy**
Place V.A.C.® Therapy and Dressings orders and instantly transmit the signed prescription to Acelity

**Manage Outcomes**
Share your patient’s wound assessments to support documentation of medical necessity

**Product Portfolio**
Obtain information on the wide range of clinically proven wound therapies and dressings by Acelity
Iron clad security.
MOBILITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

You shouldn’t have to pay for convenience by sacrificing security. With iOn HEALING™ App you get the best of both worlds in an app that remains always at hand and is carefully designed to ensure strict compliance with HIPAA and HITECH regulations.

FULL HIPAA COMPLIANCE

iOn HEALING™ App keeps protected health information (PHI) secure by leveraging a suite of industry-class security features. PHI privacy and security are maintained in an unbroken chain from the palm of your hand to our secure servers.

NowSecure™ CERTIFIED

In addition to maintaining compliance with leading healthcare security regulations, iOn HEALING™ App is officially certified by NowSecure™, a mobile security forensics company that assesses certification applicants against an exhaustive vulnerability audit.

LEARN MORE AT IONHEALINGAPP.COM
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